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- Underestimation of tax burdens
- Misunderstanding of dynamics of local governance – and appropriate policy responses
- Need to rethink the potential of taxation to provide spur for greater accountability or institutional development
Case study: Sierra Leone
Research Methods
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<td>Payments to caretakers of water wells</td>
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<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Payments to service providers (nurses, police, etc.)</td>
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<tr>
<td><strong>Informal taxes</strong></td>
<td>Contributions collected by non-state actors to finance local public goods or support non-state institutions</td>
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</tr>
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</table>
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- Recognize that the informal is critical to the reform of the formal
- Look at existing forms of revenue raising, rather than introducing new ones
- Consider “hybrid” options

“[Informal tax] is normal... it helps communities to be self-reliant...because it takes development where government cannot reach.”

Local government official, Koinadugu district, Sierra Leone
“Our role now as councils is to give oversight and a supervisory role over these [informal] facilities and structures set up in the form of committees... the lines between formal and informal taxes are getting thinner [within communities].”

Chief Administrator, Koinadugu District Council, Sierra Leone
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- Impacts on long-term sustainability
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